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of alkali-resistant nanoporous
glass via Au nanoparticle decoration using alkaline
impregnation: catalytic activity for CO removal
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Hiroaki Sakurai, d Tetsuro Jind and Yasushi Maeda *a

The concerted use of nano-metal particles with catalytic functions and nanoporous materials holds

promise for effective air purification and gas sensing; however, only a few studies have used porous

glasses as supports for Au nanoparticles. Furthermore, Au/nanoporous glasses with activities comparable

to that of Au/TiO2, which is a typical Au catalyst, have not been reported to date. This study

demonstrates that a nanoporous glass, which is highly acid- and alkali-resistant and chemically stable,

can be decorated with Au nanoparticles using an alkali impregnation method. The resulting composite

exhibits high catalytic activity in CO oxidation. The catalysts reported herein are as active as Au/TiO2

catalysts per active site. Further optimisation of the pore properties of the glass and sizes of the Au

nanoparticles is expected to result in excellent catalytic systems for CO removal and sensing.
1. Introduction

The removal of toxic gases is critical to preserving the global
environment. To this end, the use of nanoporous materials is
effective because they have large surface areas and effectively
adsorb gases. In addition, gas selectivity can be realised by
adjusting the material porosity. The catalytic decomposition of
toxic gases offers another effective approach. For example, Rh,
Pd, and Pt nanoparticles have been used as catalysts in
removing NOx, CO, and hydrocarbons from vehicle exhaust
gases. Hence, the concerted use of nanoporous materials and
nano-metal particles with catalytic functions holds great
promise for effective air purication and gas sensing.1–13

Supported Au nanoparticles on oxides exhibit various cata-
lytic activities.14–17 Extensive research efforts have highlighted
the crucial role of the heterojunction between the oxide support
and Au nanoparticles in catalytic functions.16–20 CO oxidation is
a representative reaction of Au catalysts, and CO is a typical
toxic gas that must be removed for air purication. Therefore,
the dependence of the CO oxidation activities of Au catalysts on
supporting oxides has been well studied. Au/TiO2 and Au/Fe2O3

are active even below 0 °C,14,21 whereas the catalytic activity of
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Au/SiO2 is generally low.11,16,22–24 Furthermore, different
approaches compared to those used for TiO2 and Fe2O3 are
required to decorate SiO2 with Au nanoparticles.9–11,22–24 The
difficulty of depositing Au nanoparticles onto SiO2 and the low
catalytic activity of Au/SiO2 hinder the application of meso/
nanoporous SiO2-based materials as supports for Au
nanoparticles.

To address these issues, methods for supporting Au nano-
particles onto mesoporous SiO2 have been investigated,6–12 and
the catalytic activities of Au/mesoporous SiO2 have been
reviewed.10,11 Yan et al. recently attempted to fabricate
a composite of Au nanoparticles with mesoporous silica via
a catalytic reaction.9 They used nitrophenol reduction by the Au/
SiO2 system as the catalytic reaction. Nitrophenol reduction is
a typical catalytic reaction of Au/oxide systems in the liquid
phase, and the catalytic activity of Au/SiO2 system is high.
Furthermore, mesoporous-SiO2-based Au catalysts exhibit
unique activities such as propylene epoxidation. Therefore, the
application of mesoporous-SiO2-based materials to catalytic
systems is interesting. However, to the best of our knowledge,
CO oxidation activities comparable to that of Au/TiO2 or Au/
Fe2O3 have not been reported using Au/nanoporous glass
systems. This low activity in CO oxidation remains a challenge
for the application of meso/nanoporous glasses in air
purication.

Achieving comparable activity to Au/TiO2 for CO oxidation
using Au/nanoporous glass composites would represent a novel
approach for air purication. Herein, this paper reports that
composites of SiO2–ZrO2 nanoporous glass (SZ-NPG), a recently
reported material,13,25 decorated with Au nanoparticles, exhibit
activity comparable to that of Au/TiO2 in CO oxidation. The
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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catalytic activity of Au/SZ-NPG is compared with those of Au/
SiO2, Au/ZrO2, and Au/TiO2, and the reasons for the higher
activity compared to that of the Au/SiO2 system are discussed.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

2.1.1. SiO2–ZrO2 nanoporous glass (SZ-NPG). SZ-NPG was
prepared using a phase-separation method, utilising SiO2–

B2O3–CaO–ZrO2 matrix glass.13,25 A matrix containing SiO2,
B2O3, CaO, and ZrO2 as the main components and Na2O, K2O,
Al2O3, P2O5, and TiO2 as trace components was melted. The
preparedmatrix glass was subjected to heat and acid treatments
to achieve phase separation in the matrix glass and leach the
soluble phase into the acid and form pores, respectively.
Nanoporous glasses with SiO2–ZrO2-based frameworks con-
taining Na2O, K2O, Al2O3, P2O5, and TiO2 as trace components
were thus prepared; a more detailed description of the process
is presented in a previously published article.26

2.1.2. Au nanoparticle deposition. SZ-NPG was decorated
with Au nanoparticles using the alkaline impregnation (AIM)
method.27,28 Gold acetate (95.2 mg, Thermo Fisher Scientic,
Waltham, MA, USA) was added to 100 mL of 0.1 mol L−1 NaCO3

(aq.), which was then reuxed with stirring for 90 min to
promote the ligand exchange reaction, yielding an aqueous Na
[Au(OH)4] solution (2.54 mmol L−1). Briey, 2.0, 10.0, 20.2, and
60.6 mL of Na[Au(OH)4](aq.) per gram of SZ-NPG was added to
SZ-NPG and evaporated at 40 °C to prepare Au/SZ-NPG with Au
loadings of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 wt%, respectively. Aer calci-
nation at 350 °C for 30 min in air, Au/SZ-NPG was obtained by
washing with H2O until the pH of the washing solution was
neutral, which was followed by drying at 100 °C. An Au/TiO2

sample was prepared by the AIM method, similar to the Au/SZ-
NPG samples. In addition, Au/TiO2 prepared by the deposition–
precipitation (DP) method,21,29 Au/SiO2 prepared by the solid
grinding (SG) method,22,30 and Au/ZrO2 prepared by the SG
method, which are previously reported samples (Au/TiO2 by
DP,29 Au/SiO2 by SG,22 and Au/ZrO2 by SG22), were used to
elucidate the catalytic activity of Au/SZ-NPG. The actual load-
ings of Au nanoparticles were estimated using inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES).
Fig. 1 (a) Images of the prepared Au/SZ-NPG samples (entries 1–4). (b)
Relative diffuse reflectance spectra of Au/SZ-NPG samples (entries 2–
4).
2.2. Instrumentals

S-5500 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) was used for scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) to estimate the size distribution of Au
nanoparticles. Secondary and high-angle backscattered elec-
trons were measured with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV.

The pore structure was characterised using the nitrogen
adsorption desorption method with a surface area and pore size
analyser (QUADRASORB SI, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). The
specic surface area was determined from the obtained
adsorption isotherm using Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
theory.

A xed-bed ow reactor system was used to measure the CO
oxidation activities. The temperature, which was controlled in
a thermostatic chamber, was monitored using a Pt
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
thermometer. The CO concentration in the reaction gas was
analysed using gas chromatography (GC-8A, Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan).

2.3. Catalytic tests

The catalytic plate or powder (100 mg) was packed into a sample
tube and covered with silica wool. The packed sample was pre-
treated with 20% O2 (Ar balance) for 20 min at 250 °C. CO gas
(1%) in air, which was used as the reaction gas, was supplied at
a ow rate of 33 mL min−1. The measurement temperature
range was 0–200 °C. The conversion ratio was calculated based
on the initial CO concentration.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Synthesis and characterisation of Au/SZ-NPG materials

Fig. 1(a) shows images of Au-free and Au-supported SZ-NPG.
The glass plates are colourless and transparent before decora-
tion with Au, whereas aer Au addition, they exhibit red-to-
purple colours, which darken with increasing Au loading. The
colour is due to the plasmon absorption of the Au nanoparticles
(528 nm), as shown in Fig. 1(b), which is determined by
comparing the absorption wavelength with that of a colloid of
Au nanoparticles. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show a typical SEM image
and the size distribution of the supported Au nanoparticles of
the sample used in entry 4 (1.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG). Au nano-
particles with diameters in the range of 2–13 nm are supported
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8214–8221 | 8215



Fig. 2 Typical SEM images and distributions of Au particle diameters. (a and b) 1.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG (entry 4) and (c and d) 3.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG
(entry 5).
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within and outside the pores of SZ-NPG. The specic surface
areas and pore properties of entries 1 and 4 are listed in Table 1.
Under all conditions, the specic surface areas decreased
signicantly aer loading Au nanoparticles. Highly dispersed
silica nanoparticles is precipitated on the inner wall in the
porous glass.31 It is assumed that the silica nanoparticles dis-
solved during Au loading, a process that uses an alkaline
aqueous solution, causing a decrease in the specic surface
area. It would be necessary to prevent such surface area
reduction when utilising the gas adsorption properties of SZ-
NPGs. However, as discussed below, the active site of Au/SZ-
Table 1 Specific surface area and pore properties of Au-free and Au-
supported SZ-NPG

Entry
Specic surface area
[m2 g−1]

Median of pore diameter
[nm]

Pore volume
[mL g−1]

1 99 37 0.63
4 54 39 0.57

8216 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8214–8221
NPG catalysts for CO oxidation is the perimeter interface
between nanoparticles and supports; therefore, the surface area
of SZ-NPG does not signicantly affect the catalytic activity.
Conversely, the pore size distribution and volume are not
affected. Hence, the pore properties of nanoporous glass are not
altered by the AIMmethod. In addition, the actual loading of Au
in entry 4 is 0.89 wt%, as determined via ICP-AES, suggesting
that Au nanoparticle supporting is achieved using the AIM
method.

The over-agglomeration of Au particles occurred at a high Au
loading. Fig. 2(c) shows a typical SEM image for 3.0 wt% Au/SZ-
NPG (entry 5), and Fig. 2(d) shows the distribution map of the
Au particle diameter estimated via SEM. The SEM image of the
sample used in entry 4 displays numerous ne nanoparticles
(#10 nm) (Fig. 2(a)). Conversely, the SEM image of the sample
used in entry 5 shows that the number of small particles (#10
nm) is considerably reduced, and coarse particles with diame-
ters of ∼20 nm are observed (Fig. 2(c)). The average size of the
Au nanoparticles of the sample used in entry 5 is 14.1 nm
(Fig. 2(d)), which is almost double that of the sample used in
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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entry 4 (7.3 nm, Fig. 2(b)). The active sites of CO oxidation over
Au catalysts occur at the perimeter of the Au nanoparticles,18–20

and the aggregation of Au is a crucial factor causing a decrease
in the number of active sites.11,32–35 Hence, 3.0 wt% corresponds
to over-loading, as it results in the formation of coarse Au
particles that cannot effectively enhance the catalytic activity.

Next, we discuss why Au nanoparticles could be loaded onto
SZ-NPG using the AIMmethod. Au is more prone to aggregation
than other precious metals.11,16,35–38 The primary factor
contributing to Au aggregation is the presence of Cl− within the
Au precursors.32–35 Therefore, Cl− removal is crucial in
preparing Au-nanoparticle-supported catalysts,11,16,35–39 achieved
through processes such as neutralisation during the DP
method21 and co-precipitation method.14 However, these
methods are not applicable to acidic oxides, such as SiO2,
because the isoelectric point of the support surface must be
basic.11,36 Chloride-free Au precursors are effective in decorating
acidic oxides with Au.10,22,27,28,30,38 Gold acetate is employed as
a precursor for the AIM method. Due to the low solubility of
gold acetate in water and its weak interaction with oxides, the
acetate ions undergo ligand exchange to hydroxide ions when
preparing the AIM method.27 In the DP method, the aqueous
solution containing gold hydroxide contains chloride ions,
requiring ltration. By contrast, the aqueous solution contain-
ing gold hydroxide prepared using the AIM method does not
contain chloride ions, allowing for the effective deposition of
[Au(OH)4]

− onto the oxide by evaporation. The mechanism
whereby gold precursors decompose to form ne particles has
been investigated both experimentally and
computationally.34,37,39–42 Although the mechanism has not been
fully elucidated, Au nanoparticles can be obtained by calcining
[Au(OH)4]

− at 300–400 °C.27,28,37 The AIM method involves
impregnation with a basic solution containing Na[Au(OH)4],
which may alter the pore properties of acidic materials such as
nanoporous glass. However, the pore properties remain
unchanged, as demonstrated in Table 1. This is attributed to the
high alkali resistance of SZ-NPG.13,25 Hence, the utilisation of
alkali-resistant glass materials and effective adsorption of
[Au(OH)4]

− by impregnation in a chloride-free basic aqueous
solution resulted in the successful support of Au nanoparticles.
3.2. Catalytic properties

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the CO oxidation activity of Au/
SZ-NPG on the Au loading (0–1.0 wt%). Bare SZ-NPG (entry 1)
exhibits no CO oxidation activity over the measured tempera-
ture range. Even at a small loading of 0.1 wt% (entry 2), the
effects of the Au nanoparticles are observed: a CO conversion of
5% is observed at room temperature (25 °C). The CO oxidation
activity increases with increasing Au loading, and the sample
used in entry 4 (1.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG) exhibits activity even at 0 °
C (conversion: 11%), with the CO conversion reaching 100% at
50 °C. The temperature at which the CO conversion is 50% (T1/2)
is typically used to characterise the CO oxidation activity,11,16

and the T1/2 values of entries 1 (bare SZ-NPG), 2 (0.1 wt% Au/SZ-
NPG), 3 (0.5 wt% Au/SZ-NPG), and 4 (1.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG) are
>200, 167, 74, and 26 °C, respectively. On the other hand, the CO
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
conversion curve of entry 5 conrms that no increase in activity
is observed compared to that of entry 4 (Fig. 4). The T1/2 value of
entry 5 is 28 °C, which is similar to that of entry 4 (26 °C). In
addition, the reaction rates per active site were estimated. No
signicant differences between entries 4 and 5 are observed
(Table 2). The same activities of the samples with Au loadings of
1.0 and 3.0 wt% are ascribed to the aggregation of the Au
nanoparticles (Fig. 2). The T1/2 value of CO conversion does not
improve with an increase in the Au loading to >1 wt% due to the
aggregation, and other techniques are required to improve the
catalytic activity of Au/SZ-NPG. Hence, the catalytic activity of
SZ-NPG is enhanced via the addition of Au nanoparticles, unless
the over-aggregation of Au particles does not occur.

Before comparing the activity of Au/SZ-NPG with those of
other gold catalysts, we investigated whether the shape of Au/
SZ-NPG affects the activity measurement results. SZ-NPG is
a plate and can be decorated by Au nanoparticles while main-
taining its plate shape using the AIM method (Fig. 1(a)).
Therefore, CO oxidation activities were measured on plate-
shaped samples. Conversely, the catalyst support oxides used
for comparison (TiO2, ZrO2, and SiO2) are in powder form, and
CO oxidation reaction activity is typically measured using
powder samples. Thereaer, the sample (entry 4: 1.0 wt% Au/SZ-
NPG) whose activity was measured was removed from the
reaction tube and ground using an agate mortar and pestle. The
ground sample then sealed in the reaction tube, and its CO
oxidation activity was re-measured. Fig. 5 illustrates that the CO
oxidation activity remains consistent before and aer grinding,
indicating that the shape of SZ-NPG does not affect the accuracy
of activity measurements, allowing for a comparison of the
catalytic activity of Au/SZ-NPG with those of other gold catalysts.

Au/SZ-NPG (entry 4), Au/TiO2 (entry 6), Au/ZrO2 (entry 7), and
Au/SiO2 (entry 8) with Au loadings in the range of 0.8–1.0 wt%
were then prepared, and their CO conversion curves were
compared (Fig. 6). Au/SiO2 and Au/ZrO2, which are the main
components of SZ-NPG, demonstrate lower CO oxidation
activities than that of Au/SZ-NPG. Au/SZ-NPG exhibits a slightly
lower activity than that of Au/TiO2 prepared using the same
method. To compare the catalytic activities of Au/TiO2 and Au/
SZ-NPG in detail, the CO conversion rates per Au nanoparticle
perimeter length were estimated (Table 2). It was revealed that
the active site for CO oxidation by Au/oxides catalysts is the
perimeter of Au nanoparticles, rather than the surface area of
the particles.18–20 This means that the CO conversion rates per
Au nanoparticle perimeter length correspond to the turnover
frequency (TOF). In addition to Au/TiO2 prepared using AIM,
the catalytic activity of the Au/TiO2 catalyst prepared using DP,
which was optimised for the Au/TiO2 catalyst, was compared
with that of Au/SZ-NPG. As Au/TiO2 prepared via DP displays
a CO conversion of 100% at 0 °C, even at Au loadings of
<0.5 wt%,16,29 0.15 wt% Au/TiO2 (entry 9), which was reported in
a previous study,29 was used in the comparison. By means of
this, TOF at 25 °C was derived. As shown in Table 2, the TOFs of
the Au/TiO2 and Au/SZ-NPG samples are approximately 1 ×

10−23 mol s−1 nm−1, and thus, almost no differences in the
catalytic activity between Au/TiO2 and Au/SZ-NPG. The TOFs of
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8214–8221 | 8217



Fig. 3 CO conversion curves of Au-free SZ-NPG (entry 1, purple), 0.1 wt% Au/SZ-NPG (entry 2, blue), 0.5 wt% Au/SZ-NPG (entry 3, green), and
1.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG (entry 4, yellow).

Fig. 4 CO conversion curves of 1.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG (entry 4, yellow
dot line) and 3.0 wt% Au/SZ-NPG (entry 5, blue solid line).

Table 2 Catalytic properties of the samples used in entries 4–9

Entry Support Loadinga [wt%]
Average diameter
[nm] T1/2 [°C] TOFb [mol s−1 nm−1]

4 SZ-NPG 0.89 (1.0) 7.3 26 9.54 × 10−24

5 SZ-NPG (3.0) 14.1 28 (1.06 × 10−23)
6 TiO2 (1.0) 6.1 10 (9.51 × 10−24)
7c ZrO2 0.84 9.1 117 5.24 × 10−25

8c SiO2 0.75 7.7 >200 1.13 × 10−25

9d TiO2 0.15 3.0 29 1.06 × 10−23

a Actual loading detected via ICP-AES, and the values in parenthesis are estimated based on the quantity of the Au precursor used. b Reaction rate
per nanometre of Au perimeter (active site of CO oxidation) at 25 °C. The values in parenthesis are calculated using the Au loading estimated from
the quantity of the Au precursor. c The samples were used for creating Fig. 2 in our prior study,22 although the specic values for the Au loading,
diameter, and TOF were not reported in that study. d The sample is the same as sample 2 reported in a previous study.29

Fig. 5 CO oxidation curves for entry 4 before (blue) and after (yellow)
grinding.

8218 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8214–8221 © 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 6 CO conversion curves of Au/SZ-NPG (entry 4, yellow), Au/TiO2 (entry 6, green), Au/ZrO2 (entry 7, orange), and Au/SiO2 (entry 8, grey).
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Au/SiO2 (entry 8) and Au/ZrO2 (entry 7) are clearly lower than
that of Au/SZ-NPG.

The reasons for the effectiveness of the Au nanoparticles
supported on SZ-NPG, which mainly comprises inert oxides
(SiO2 and ZrO2), in the development of CO oxidation activity
were discussed. One reason is the high hydrophilicity of SZ-
NPG.13,25 The presence of water enhances the CO oxidation
activity of Au catalysts,19 and the water layer provided by SZ-NPG
is effective in this regard.13,25 In addition, the CO oxidation
activity can be inuenced by the trace elements added to the SZ-
NPG. As shown by the TOFs, the activities of entries 7 and 8 (Au/
Fig. 7 CO conversion curves of Au/SZ-NPG with (entry 10, yellow) and
(orange) are shown for comparison.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
SiO2 and Au/ZrO2) are lower than those of the Au/SZ-NPG
samples. In contrast, the activities of entries 6 and 9 (Au/TiO2)
are comparable to those of the Au/SZ-NPG samples. The SZ-NPG
include TiO2 as trace components, and the Au/TiO2 system is
highly active; hence, even the addition of a small amount of
TiO2 will improve the activity.

To verify this hypothesis, samples with similar pore proper-
ties, differing only in the presence or absence of TiO2 (entries 10
and 11, respectively), were prepared, and their CO oxidation
activities were evaluated. The Au nanoparticles in the samples
for entries 10 and 11 were supported by the same procedure of
without (entry 11, purple) TiO2. The results of entries 6 (green) and 7

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8214–8221 | 8219
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the sample for entry 4, and the Au loading of these samples was
1.0 wt%. The pore properties of supports used for entries 10 and
11 were almost similar, but they were different from that of SZ-
NPG. Fig. 7 shows the results, along with those of entries 6 (Au/
TiO2) and 7 (Au/ZrO2) for comparison. Although the sample
without TiO2 (entry 11) also exhibits CO oxidation activity, it is
lower than that of the sample with TiO2 (entry 10). The activities
of the samples used in entries 10 and 11 are superior to that of
the sample used in entry 7 (Au/ZrO2), whereas they are inferior
to that of the sample used in entry 6 (Au/TiO2).

The activity and durability of Au catalysts are related to the
basicity and hydrophilicity of the catalyst support.16 This is
because these factors affect the stability of reaction intermedi-
ates such as adsorbed CO3

2− and CO. As SZ-NPG is a highly
acidic material, the addition of TiO2, which is basic, is effective.
Na2O and K2O, which are also added in trace amounts, are
considered effective because they are highly basic and hydro-
philic. A previous study by Dien et al.23 has shown that the
addition of K cations to Au/SiO2 catalysts increases the disper-
sion and activity of Au nanoparticles. Although SZ-NPG is
acidic, these trace elemental species (Ti, Na, and K) will form
localised areas with strong basicity, resulting in high CO
oxidation activity. Thus, the catalytic activity of a chemically
stable porous glass will be enhanced by mixing active elemental
species as trace components and compositing them with Au
nanoparticles.

4. Conclusion

We demonstrated that Au nanoparticles can be supported on
the SZ-NPG, which was highly acid- and alkali-resistant and
chemically stable, using alkali impregnation method. The
catalytic activity of Au/SZ-NPG in CO oxidation was higher than
that of Au/ZrO2 and Au/SiO2. In fact, Au/SZ-NPG had a similar
activity to Au/TiO2 catalysts per active site. Although the cata-
lytic activities of Au nanoparticles are widely known, few studies
using nanoporous glasses as supports have been published, and
none have reported a high catalytic activity comparable to that
of Au/TiO2. The high catalytic activity of Au/SZ-NPG is due to the
trace components in SZ-NPG such as TiO2. These trace elements
create an effective water–rich reaction eld and increase local
basicity, which facilitates the CO oxidation by the Au nano-
particles. The CO conversion curves of Au/SZ-NPG were,
however, inferior to those of Au/TiO2. The CO conversion did
not exceed 50% at room temperature because the average
diameter of the supported Au nanoparticles was 7 nm, which
was more than twice those of the Au/TiO2 samples prepared
using the optimised method. Therefore, further optimisation of
the Au nanoparticle sizes on the porous glass and the pore
properties of the glass should result in an excellent catalytic
system for use in CO removal or sensing. To achieve this, it is
necessary to detect local acidity and basicity and elucidate their
inuence on the growth of Au particles and CO oxidation
activity; these are important considerations for future work. SZ-
NPG is a promising material for supporting Au catalysts, and
our study clearly demonstrates that the catalytic properties can
be signicantly enhanced by trace components.
8220 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8214–8221
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